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Background: In this study, Quan ta ve 32P bremsstrahlung planar and SPECT
imaging and consequent dose assessment were carried out as a
comprehensive phantom study to define an appropriate method for accurate
Dosimetry in clinical prac ce. Materials and Methods: CT, planar and SPECT
bremsstrahlung images of Jaszczak phantom containing a known ac vity of
32
P were acquired. In addi on, Phantom contour was determined for
a enua on correc on and image registra on. Reconstructed SPECT slices
were corrected for a enua on eﬀect using two diﬀerent methods:
conven onal Chang`s method and an expecta on maximiza on algorithm
followed by CT and SPECT image registra on. Cumulated ac vity was
calculated by a predefined calibra on factor. Both a enua on correc on
algorithms were quan ta vely assessed by the Monte Carlo SIMIND program.
Acquired planar Bremsstrahlung images were quan fied by the Conjugate
View Method, as well. Results: Calculated ac vi es were sta s cally diﬀerent
among various quan fica on methods (P= 0.0001). When itera ve
expecta on maximiza on algorithm and applied methods were used, mean
calculated ac vity had the least diﬀerence with real ac vity of ±3%.
Conclusion: Quan ta ve 32P Bremsstrahlung SPECT imaging could accurately
determine administered ac vity and assess radia on dose if precise
a enua on correc on and appropriate registra on with CT were done even
without sophis cated sca er correc on or when SPECT/CT machines are not
available. Therefore, it has the poten al of specific tumor/organ dosimetry in
clinical prac ce. The best method for calcula ng ac vity is quan ta ve SPECT
using itera ve expecta on maximiza on algorithm. Addi onally, applied
method for determining phantom contour was prac cal for a enua on
correc on and image registra on.
Keywords: B r em sst r a h l u n g i m a g i n g, qu an t it at iv e S P ECT im agin g,
attenuation correction, Phosphorus-32, activity determination, dosimetry.

INTRODUCTION
Radioembolization (RE) with pure beta
emitters has recently become an attractive
treatment for patients with either primary or
metastatic hepatic cancer (1). Since 2009, it has
been started in Iran and more than 100 patients

have been treated with particles of 32P in our
clinic. Advantages of 32P particles are its
availability and low cost in our country as well
as promising results for RE (2). Brie ly, beta
emitter particles are administrated through
femoral artery via catheter and selectively
reach to the tumor region. Hence, two
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treatment bases are applied: embolization or
occlusion of vessels feeding the tumor as well as
internal radiation therapy. As injected
radiopharmaceuticals are usually purely beta
emitters, post‐radioembolization Bremsstrah‐
lung imaging could be done for delivery control
(3‐5). In addition, delivered dose to tumor could
be assessed by both planar and SPECT
Bremsstrahlung images (6‐10), though various
parameters should be considered including
attenuation,
scatter,
collimator‐detector
response as well as statistical noise due to low
count density (6, 7). Many studies reported that
the most effective factor in SPECT quanti ication
is attenuation (9‐11). Consequently, exact
compensation for attenuation effect is the main
stage for accurate quanti ication. Two different
attenuation
correction
(AC)
algorithms,
conventional post‐processing Chang’s method
and an intrinsic iterative processing method,
could be performed for SPECT quanti ication (12,
13) which were compared in the current study.
On the other hand, it is necessary to precisely
register attenuation maps and reconstructed
SPECT images for accurate AC. Manual
registration of CT and reconstructed SPECT
slices is based on speci ied common landmarks.
Since there is no appropriate anatomical
landmark in Bremsstrahlung images, a former
method (14) was applied in this study to
determine phantom contour. Finally, proposed
algorithms were experimentally assessed by
phantom studies and proposed AC technique in
SPECT study was quantitatively evaluated using
Monte Carlo SIMIND program. All processing
steps and calculations are done using Matlab
home‐made software. Planar images were also
quanti ied using Conjugate View Method (CVM)
(15) without any speci ic compensation for
scatter photons and other parameters. Brie ly,
the objective of this study was to identify a
comprehensive method for quantitative 32P
Bremsstrahlung imaging and subsequent
tumor/ organ’s dosimetry in clinical practice.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data acquisition
A Jaszczak phantom (or “elliptical phantom”)
consisting of a 32P vial with the activity of 49.17
MBq in the center, illed with non‐radioactive
Int. J. Radiat. Res., Vol. 12 No. 2, April 2014

water(as scattering medium), was used for
phantom study. CT images (Sensation 64,
Siemens Medical Solution, Germany) of the
phantom were acquired at 120 kVp and 35 mA.
SPECT imaging was performed using a
single‐head gamma‐camera (E‐Cam, Siemens
Medical Solutions, Germany) equipped with
medium‐energy collimator. Energy window
setting was 100 keV ± 25% which demonstrates
optimal resolution characteristic for 32P (16).
SPECT images were acquired with 64
projections over 360° rotation of camera for the
duration of 30 s/frame in 64×64 matrix size.
Additionally, phantom’s contour was determined
(described below) to improve subsequent image
registration.
Phantom contour determination
According to the former study (14), two
external 99mTc sources, either containing 37 MBq
in 2 cc syringe illed up to 0.5 cc, were placed
directly on the collimator surface, just outside
the ield of view, on its right and left end. Using
this arrangement, along with preset energy
window of 100 keV ± 25%, Bremsstrahlung
photons in the range of 87 keV to 112 keV would
be imaged as well as 90° to 180° Compton
scattered photons emitted from 99mTc sources
(representing the energy of 110 keV and 90 keV,
respectively). The latter part could outline the
phantom or body contour.
Also two small 99mTc sources with activity of 2
MBq were placed on top of the phantom as
landmarks for SPECT and CT image registration.
Two series of SPECT and planar images, with
and without external 99mTc sources
(99mTc sources on collimators), were acquired to
evaluate count contribution due to the external
sources.
SPECT reconstruction and image registration
SPECT images were reconstructed using
Maximum Likelihood Expectation Maximization
(MLEM) algorithm with only 5 iterations, as
higher number of iterations resulted in more
noisy images due to low count density.
Reconstructed transverse SPECT and CT
slices were assumed as reference and target
images, respectively, with a subsequent
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transformation function for image registration.
First, similar pairs of reconstructed SPECT and
CT images were chosen with contribution of
landmarks along Z axis and phantom contour.
Resolution folding of CT images was done by
applying a Gaussian ilter on CT images.
Registration of the selected pairs was done on a
point‐to‐point basis using a rigid transformation
function. Phantom contour and landmarks over
phantom were also used to ind similar points in
both SPECT and CT images.
Other similar SPECT and CT slices were
automatically selected using known slice
thicknesses of both SPECT and CT images. CT
series with the slice thickness of 1 mm was
chosen to avoid creating intermediate CT slices
(17). Finally, calculated transformation function
was applied to all appropriately matched CT and
SPECT slices.
To assess accuracy of suggested registration
algorithm, two evaluation coef icients, “Target
Overlap” (TO) and “Dice Coef icient” (DC) (18‐20)
were measured.

Where S is the surface of the reference
image and T is surface of target image. S and T
are de ined in igure 1.
As registration of phantom images was done
by user pair points selection, it was done for 20
times and TO and DC were calculated each time.
Attenuation correction
Attenuation correction is the basis of
quantitative SPECT, activity measurement and
consequent dosimetry. Accordingly,
compensation for attenuation effect was done
on SPECT images using two different methods:
Conventional Chang`s method (13) as a
post‐processing method and an iterative
method (12) as an intrinsic processing method.
In Chang’s method, SPECT images were
initially reconstructed using iltered back
projection (FBP) method (‘Hanning’ ilter,
Cutoff = 0.8) and correction factor for each pixel
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Figure 1. Schema c diagram of the defini on for source and
target overlap

was calculated using Chang`s applicable
equation:

Where CF is the correction factor for each
pixel, ∫ i is the transmission at angle i from the
voxel through the phantom to the surface of it
and N is the total number of projections.
To compensate for attenuation effect with the
iterative intrinsic method, MLEM reconstruction
was applied (using pairs of attenuated
projections/backprojections) (12) and 20
iterations were used to reach optimum
quantitative accuracy. Attenuated projection for
each angle was calculated using
appropriate attenuation map (described below)
and the projection was compared with real
projection obtained from gamma camera in each
iteration to update the reconstructed image.
MC simulation with SIMIND code
Intrinsic attenuation correction technique
(AC during EM process) was evaluated by
SIMIND MC code (21). A digital phantom
containing ive hot spheres and background
activity with the ratio “hot to background” of 5:1
was de ined for quantitative and qualitative
evaluation of the used AC method.
Attenuation maps
As two different AC methods were
performed in this study, two different
attenuation maps were applied. The irst one
was non‐uniform attenuation map calculated by
bilinear curve of Houns ield Unit (HU) and
Linear Attenuation Coef icient (LAC) (22). HUs
Int. J. Radiat. Res., Vol. 12 No. 2, April 2014
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were obtained using CT images of air (empty
ield), Jaszczak phantom illed with water and
bone‐equivalent phantom. LACs for photons
with the energy of 100 keV were calculated
using XCOM photon cross section database (23).
The HU to LAC curve was divided into two linear
parts, irst part was HUs less than HU of water
and the second part was HUs more than HU of
water. CT images of air and Jaszczak phantom
illed with water were used to calculate the irst
part of curve (HU<0) and CT images of
bone‐equivalent phantom with different
densities for second part (HU>0).
Second kind of attenuation map was uniform
attenuation map which was created from
non‐uniform attenuation map. The irst step was
edge detection using “Canny” edge detection
method (24). Then, the mean attenuation
coef icient within phantom area was calculated
for each map. Next, uniform attenuation maps
were created by applying mean attenuation
coef icients within phantom contour for each
map.
Planar quanti ication
180° opposed planar images, known as the
conjugate view approach, transmission data
through the subject and a system calibration
factor were applied for in vivo quantitation. The
conjugate view image pairs were typically
anterior and posterior (A/P) images of the
source region. CT images determined the real
organ and body thicknesses. Effective linear
attenuation coef icient for 32P Bremsstrahlung
photons was calculated by a separate phantom
study: The Jaszczak phantom was illed up to
different depths and located between the head
of gamma camera and the syringe containing 74
MBq32P and water. In addition, the syringe was
placed directly front the gamma camera and
imaged. Total counts in ROI on syringe area
were determined for each image and effective
linear attenuation coef icient was calculated by
formula:
(4)

Where I is the total counts in ROI with the water
illed up to the depth of x and I 0
demonstrates primary counts in ROI before
Int. J. Radiat. Res., Vol. 12 No. 2, April 2014

inserting Jaszczak phantom.
Two planar 180° opposed images, anterior
and posterior, were acquired and a ROI was
de ined on either anterior or posterior image.
The ROI was lipped horizontally to determine
the region on the other image, as anterior and
posterior images are exactly symmetric.
Thicknesses of the phantom and source were
determined using CT images and source activity
was estimated using the following formula:
(5)

Where A is source activity in MBq, R A and R P are
count rate in the ROI in anterior and posterior
images, ∫ is the effective linear attenuation
coef icient in cm‐1, l and L are organ and body
thickness in centimeter (which in this study are
phantom and source thicknesses, respectively)
and E is the calculated system calibration factor.
Activity measurement and dosimetry
First, a system calibration factor was
calculated by imaging of a petri dish containing
49.17 MBq 32P and water. This parameter
actually indicated system sensitivity for imaging
of 32P Bremsstrahlung photons under described
condition. Then, Volume of interest (VOI) was
de ined using CT or SPECT images in a
user‐based process in our written program. It
was de ined and counted on32P source (inserted
vial) for 20 times. Next, activity was estimated
using total counts within each VOI and system
calibration factor and compared with true 32P
activity.
Finally, delivered dose to the phantom was
measured by mass calculation, using known
voxel dimension, as well as calculated activity,
assuming that all beta particles energy is
absorbed at the phantom.
Activity measurement and dosimetry
First, a system calibration factor was
calculated by imaging of a petri dish containing
49.17 MBq 32P and water. This parameter
actually indicated system sensitivity for imaging
of 32P Bremsstrahlung photons under described
condition. Then, Volume of interest (VOI) was
de ined using CT or SPECT images in a
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user‐based process in our written program. It
was de ined and counted on32P source (inserted
vial) for 20 times. Next, activity was estimated
using total counts within each VOI and system
calibration factor and compared with true 32P
activity.
Finally, delivered dose to the phantom was
measured by mass calculation, using known
voxel dimension, as well as calculated activity,
assuming that all beta particles energy is
absorbed at the phantom.
Software and statistical analysis
Matlab home‐made software was used for
SPECT reconstruction, AC, creating attenuation
maps and image registration as well as all
subsequent calculations concerning activity and
dose measurements.
For statistical analysis, nonparametric
method of Friedman for multiple repeated
measurements was performed to compare inal
calculated activity and real activity. Measured
error was de ined as the following formula:
(6)

RESULTS
Evaluation of the steps in SPECT
quanti ication
Phantom contour was clearly outlined in
reconstructed slices which was effective for
image registration. In addition, two series of
SPECT and planar images from Jaszczak
phantom, with and without external 99mTc
sources, revealed that less than 7% of total
counts in 32P Bremsstrahlung window were due
to two external 99mTc sources.
Image registration process was user‐based
and has done with pair selection. Two
evaluation coef icients, TO and DC, were
0.91±0.03 and 0.89±0.05, respectively.
Experimentally calculated effective linear
attenuation coef icient was 0.13 cm‐1 for
32P. The bilinear HU to LAC curve for creating
attenuation map is illustrated in igure 2.
Non‐uniform (right image) and uniform
(left image) attenuation map of phantom is
demonstrated in igure 3.
Figure 4 illustrates images of de ined digital
phantom with non‐uniform attenuation map and
ive hot spots and background activity (activity

Figure 2. Hounsfield Unit (HU) to Linear A enua on Coeﬃcient (LAC) curve.
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ratio of 5:1). Vertical pro ile at the middle of
obtained images clearly shows quantitative
difference between images before and after
performing AC ( igure 5). In this igure, the
curve labeled “AC (EM)” represents the pro ile
of reconstructed image with intrinsic
attenuation correction during EM reconstruc‐
tion, “Att. Free image” represents the true
activity distribution (reference image), and “W/
O AC” represents the pro ile of reconstructed
image with MLEM technique but without any
attenuation correction. One should consider that
this graph has only the purpose of evaluating
proposed intrinsic AC technique; hence we did
not include Chang’s AC technique here.
Results of SPECT and planar quanti ication
Experimentally measured system calibration

factor using a petri dish containing known
activity of 32P was 0.324 counts/s/MBq. The
calculated activity of SPECT phantom images
was 35.33±2.9 MBq using Chang`s method and
47.79±1.66 MBq using EM method (table 1).
Therefore, the Mean error for SPECT
quanti ication was 28.14±5.89% and 2.8±2.58%
using Chang`s and EM method, respectively. As a
result, mean measured activity was statistically
different between two SPECT methods as well as
planar quantitation (P=0.0001).
Mean calculated activity using planar images
and CVM was 64.28±2.66 MBq with mean error
of 30.73±5.4%.
With respect to phantom identities of 9564.4
ml volume and 10.14 Kg mass, the mean
calculated delivered dose to the entire phantom
was 0.93±0.03 Gy using iterative method.

Figure 3. An example of non‐uniform (right image) and uniform (le image) a enua on maps.

Figure 4. Images of defined digital phantom by
SIMIND MC code. A. Image without a enua on eﬀect,
B. A enua on map, C. Image with a enua on eﬀect
and D. Reconstructed image with compensa on for
a enua on eﬀect.
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Figure 6. CT and post radioemboliza on SPECT images of a pa ent with known pathology of hepatocellular carcinoma. CT
image shows two lesions in the right hepa c lobe. Reconstructed SPECT slices demonstrate successful distribu on of
radiotracer in both lesions a er hepa c radioemboliza on with 259 MBq colloidal 32P.

Figure 5. Profile curves of phantom image before and a er performing AC by EM method.
Table 1. Calculated ac vity (MBq) from planar phantom images by CVM as well as SPECT phantom images using Chang`s and
EM methods with the measured ac vity error in compared to real source ac vity of 49.17 MBq.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
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Calculated acƟvity [MBq]
Chang`s method
41.07
35.33
33.89
37.85
32.15
38.07
33.59
37.67
33.08
32.15
36.67
32.41
37.66
35.9
31.78
33.04
37.89
32.30
33.85
40.33

Error (%)
16.48
28.14
31.08
23.02
34.61
22.57
31.68
23.40
32.73
34.61
25.43
34.09
23.40
27.01
35.36
32.81
22.95
34.31
31.15
17.98

Calculated acƟvity [MBq]
EM method
48.14
48.91
46.92
51.06
45.51
49.95
45.51
49.58
45.36
45.25
47.14
48.88
49.54
48.40
47.77
48.40
47.18
46.18
48.36
47.88

Error (%)
2.11
0.53
4.59
3.84
7.45
1.58
7.45
0.83
7.75
7.98
4.14
0.60
0.75
1.58
2.86
1.58
4.06
6.09
1.66
2.63

Calculated acƟvity [MBq]
planar
67.12
61.84
62.29
62.64
63.97
63.78
59.99
64.34
66.07
64.30
62.14
59.89
67.28
65.07
66.69
63.49
67.1
60.97
67.7
68.89
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DISCUSSION
Image registration
In this study we used user‐based image
processing, however, quantitative Bremsstrah‐
lung SPECT imaging has been evaluated for 90Y‐
Microspheres (6‐10) with more advanced SPECT/
CT machines in the recent studies (25). SPECT/CT
not only demonstrates radiotracer distribution,
but also improves registration part and
attenuation c or r ec tion al gor ithm for
quantitative purposes (25). While SPECT/CT
facility is limited in few centers in Iran and some
other countries, a simple practical method was
examined in this study to register separate
acquired SPECT and CT images and apply
attenuation correction algorithm for subsequent
delivered dose calculation after liver radioem‐
bolization.
In this study, the most practical algorithm (14,
26) was selected for Bremsstrahlung SPECT and
CT image registration using external 99mTc
sources to generate backscattered photons.
Clear phantom contour and landmarks along Z
axis improved the registration parts. TO and DC
were 0.91±0.03 and 0.89±0.05, respectively,
both completely acceptable and valid for image
registration. In addition, compensation for

backscatter photons, contributing to almost 7%
of image activity, was performed. This technique
can be implemented in patient studies, as well.
Figure 6 shows an example of CT and post‐
radioembolization SPECT slices of a patient with
hepatocellular carcinoma.
Activity determination
A study (7) performed on RSD torso phantom
and a Jaszczak phantom illed with water for 90Y
with ESSE scatter correction method (27) for
Bremsstrahlung photons and compensation for
collimator‐detector response showed that
attenuation and scatter correction could reduce
the difference of true and measured activity by
approximately 11%, while there is more than
60% difference between true and measured
activity in case of no correction. In addition, it
indicated that compensation for collimator‐
detector response is not considerably effective
on quantitative results. The estimated activity of
Jaszczak phantom was within 4.4% of true
activity in the present study, though no compen‐
sation for scatter photons or collimator‐detector
response was applied. Nevertheless, the accura‐
cy of quantitation could be affected by increasing
number of scattered photons in larger sources
(e.g. liver), so further investigation is required.

Figure 6.CT and post radioemboliza on SPECT images of a pa ent with known pathology of hepatocellular carcinoma. CT
image shows two lesions in the right hepa c lobe. Reconstructed SPECT slices demonstrate successful distribu on of
radiotracer in both lesions a er hepa c radioemboliza on with 259 MBq colloidal 32P.
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Many reports con irmed that accurate
quantitative Bremsstrahlung SPECT imaging is
possible even without performing
compensation for scattered photons, at least in
uniformly attenuating parts of the body such as
abdomen and pelvis (10, 28). It has been reported
that accurate SPECT quanti ication could be
obtained with compensation for attenuation
effect using Chang`s method if body contour was
well de ined (10). On the other hand, iterative
reconstruction method with intrinsic AC
algorithm was more successful to evaluate
Bremsstrahlung SPECT images (7). In the present
study, mean measured activity error was 4%
when intrinsic attenuation correction method
(EM method) was applied to reconstructed
transverse 32 P Bremsstrahlung slices of
phantom images and was statistically more
accurate than the irst order post‐processing
Chang`s method which underestimates activity
by average of 27.8%. It should be considered
that activity calculation might have less accuracy
within the patient’s liver and tumors due to
more complicated geometry than Jaszczak
phantom and necessitates more assessment.
Measured activity error has been reported up
to 13% in quantitative planar 90Y Bremsstrah‐
lung imaging of Alderson abdominal phantom (8)
using effective point source method (29, 30) and
CVM (15). The other study reported that
Bremsstrahlung planar quanti ication was
feasible if proper compensation for background
and overlap were implemented (6). The present
study was performed without any speci ic c
ompensation for scatter photons, background
counts, and overlap volumes in planar images,
and it indicated that activity estimation using
CVM without any physical correction might have
quanti ication error of up to 29%. Also
experimentally measured linear attenuation
coef icient was 0.13 cm‐1.

CONCLUSION
This study revealed that quantitative 32P
Bremsstrahlung SPECT imaging with the
applied algorithm is clinically practical and
accurate for determining body contour when
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appropriate registration with CT and precise AC
was performed even without sophisticated
scatter correction.32P Bremsstrahlung planar
quanti ication may, however, needs further
sophisticated compensations for more accurate
results.
Consequently, Bremsstrahlung SPECT
quanti ication could be simply applicable in clini‐
cal practice for the purpose of tumor
dosimetry after liver radioembolization with
pure beta emitters, specially when SPECT/CT
machines are not convenient.
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